
Coach Trunic Post Player Development
Passing Lines
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Only pass the ball into the post when you're in the passing lines.

A passing line is when the passer, the post player and the basket are all on the same line.

Post Up Finishes
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#4 cuts to the mid-post, receives the pass from #5 and executes a drop step. After #5 passes
the ball, he cuts to the opposite block and repeats.

Details include: how you want the post player to post up, what move you want them to use,
what pass you want to teach when feeding the post

Finishes include:
> Drop Step Baseline
> Drop Step Middle
> Baby Hook
> Up and Under
> Face up Series

Closeout Finishes
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#4 passes the ball off the backboard, sprints and rebounds it with two hands. He pivots and
makes the outlet pass. He then sprints and closes out on the pass.

After closing out, he receives the ball, and attacks the paint, finishing with a jump stop. His
shoulder should face the opposite sideline, forming a letter T with the coach and then finishes
with a baby hook

https://youtu.be/JZ2Vv6CUx2k

Pivot Finishes
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Players pass the ball to the coaches, who place the basketballs on the chairs at the elbow.
Players sprint and jump-stop at the elbow. They pick up the basketball and execute one
power dribble and finish at the basket.

Details include: what pass they use, how the execute the jump-stop, what pivot they use to
face the basket, types of finishes at the rim.



Coach Trunic Post Player Development
Halfway Line Finishes
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Players start at the half-way line and pass the ball to the coaches, who place
them on the chairs. Players then sprint pick up the ball from the chair and finish
with a lay-up with no dribbles.

Use various finishes to work on what your team/player needs

V-Finishes
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#4 starts at the elbow, picks up the ball from the chair, shot fakes and then
finishes at the rim. He immediately sprints to the opposite chair, jump stops,
pivots, shot fakes and finishes at the basket. Rebounder passes back to the
coaches who place the ball at the chair.

Details include: jump stopping, pivot used, how to shot fake, footwork
attacking the basket and types of finishes.

Finishes include: reverse lay-ups, inside hand finishes, ginobili's, euro step,
one dribble pull up, step backs, catch and shoot, step thru, up and under etc.

Sideline Finishes
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#4 takes a lay-up and sprints to the opposite sideline and comes back in and
takes another lay-up and keeps repeating. Coach rebounds and passes the
ball to #4.

No dribbles allowed. Player goes until a score or time.

Finishes include: right hand (no glass); left hand (no glass); right hand (with
glass); left hand (with glass); reverse right hand; reverse left hand

PNR Finishes
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#4 sprints into a ball screen and rolls to the basket. #1 comes off the screen
and takes two dribbles and then uses a bounce pass to get the ball to #4 for
the finish. #1 gets to the elbow and receives a pass from the #5 to take his
shot. Next two players then go.

Variations include: Screener pops and guard finishes at the rim; guard turns
the corner and pulls up with the roller receiving the pass from #5.


